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Have your say in
shaping iSGTW to
win goodies
Fill out our short iSGTW readership survey for a

chance to win an iSGTW goodie bag.
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Image of a gift bag with the iSGTW logo on it.

Image courtesy Andre-Pierre Olivier.

Want to be entered into a draw for a fabulous

iSGTW goodie bag?

If so, then be sure to check your email, and fill out

one of our anonymous readership reflection

surveys. Or you can click here.

To continue improving this service, we need your

suggestions and recommendations for iSGTW.

What stories would you like to see covered? How

can we improve iSGTW? Which stories have been

particularly memorable?

The prizes are just our way of thanking you for your

continued support and interest as iSGTW

celebrates its seventh birthday. We now reach 8,

8177 newsletter subscribers and have over 1,102

Twitter followers.

So, please fill out our survey.
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Remember: iSGTW also welcomes your

contributions - news, images or videos,

announcements and opinion pieces. Please drop us

a line if you'd like to contribute or if you have a

good story lead.

And don't forget about the surprise goody bag!

The Editors, 

iSGTW

Join the
conversation

Do you have story ideas or
something to contribute? Let

us know!
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into Science Node in 2015. We are incredibly
grateful.
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